
Tips for Integrating 
Agilities into your Resumé 



Your Top Agilities

What you’re currently good at +
what you like doing

Can change over time and be developed!

What are AGILITIES?
The Agilities are a group of 10 work activities that 

are found in different amounts in every job. 



Value of Agilities
Elevate YOU

Knowledge of your skills and how they’re used 
on the job help you:

• Translate your skills into work language
• Frame your skills and experiences in your resumé
• Speak better to your strengths in interviews
• See skills embedded in experiences and transfer 

those into different environments
• Be more confident doing the job
• Develop skills to prepare you for the future you 

want



TIPS 
TO MAKE WRITING 

RESUMÉS 
EASY:

Integrate the Agilities 



Use Agilities in Your Experience

Agility Detail One-PagersLeveraging One-Pagers

TIP
#1

Use Agility language 
(found in these 
one-pagers) to 
describe your 
experiences.

Because the Agilities are 
work skills, employers 
can easily see what 
transferable skills you 
have. 

https://debruce.egnyte.com/dl/tJbRlzXlDB
https://debruce.egnyte.com/dl/EdG7BYjbYe


SAME experience, DIFFERENT Agilities

Operated and 
maintained  
automatic ball 
equipment at 
tennis facility

Planned and 
organized 
camp 
activities

Held focus groups 
to get feedback 
from campers

Created fun 
announcements 
to pitch tennis 
lessons and 
contests 

Estimated 
number of 
balls and 
racquets 
needed daily



Example: Agilities in the Experience Section

Notes:

The entire resumé is linked to the image.

Do not put the text in orange on your resumé 
copy. This is for presentation purposes only. 

Coordinates=Organizing; Teaches=Developing Others; 
Serves=Seving & Caring

Lead=Managing; Mentored=Developing Others

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17K-3-1zFQbAnUm80meGSfyGG7YlEe3Or/view?usp=sharing


More Examples: Highlight key words
• Developing Others  +  Baseball Coach

• Taught pitching and coached little league baseball team 

• Managing  +  Director of School Play
• Managed logistics of school play and coordinated rehearsals

• Selling and Communicating  +  Summer Position at Health Club
• Persuaded customers to upgrade their membership

• Organizing  +  Retail Sales Position
• Staged and organized items for sale to increase their visibility

• OTHER EXAMPLES??



Breaking it down 
Step-by-step instructions on how to incorporate Agility 
Language into an experience

Write down the first thing that comes to mind

Break it down into what you did on the job

Use the Leveraging the Agilities one-pager to find words that 
relate to those activities

Incorporate those words into the job activities list 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 



Example: Float Nurse

Float Nurse

• Trained/works in multiple departments 

• Can adapt to a lot of different situations 

• Has to work with a lot of different people 

• Good at dealing with the unknown 

• Deals with a lot of stressful situations

• Provides patient care

• Communicates with doctors and other 
nurses

”I’m not sure how to add like, my ability 
to work with any team, and like, every 
team. Like, I work with doctors, other 

nurses, aides, RTs, etc. all over the 
hospital? Like something like team 

player? But not cheesy.”

1.  Write down the first thing that 
comes to mind

2.  Break it down into activities 
you did on the job



3. Use the Leveraging the Agilities one pager to find words that relate to those activities

Trained/works in multiple departments Managing, Organizing “Develop strategies & plans, pay attention to accuracy and 
details”

Can adapt to a lot of different situations Innovating “Problem-Solving, Creativity”; “Foster teamwork, shared 
sense of purpose”, 

Has to work with a lot of different people Innovating; 
Collaboration

Good at dealing with the unknown Innovating

Deals with a lot of stressful situations Innovating, Inspecting “Problem-Solving, make processes consistent with rules, 
high standard, quality”,“Problem-Solving, Creativity

Provides patient care Serving & Caring “Develop relationships and help people, cultivate”

Communicates with doctors and other nurses Working with 
Information, Selling & 
Communicating

“Analyze and interpret data, work with various people, 
convince or influence others”



4. Incorporate those words into the job activities list

Float Nurse:
Cultivates relationships successfully with a wide variety of employees and 
positions within the hospital to accomplish common goals

• Serves patients and cultivates relationships with medical staff on 10+ floors and 15+ units 
while providing quality and consistent care

• Effectively solves a variety of problems for patients while providing high-standard processes 
consistent with unit rules

• Consistently detail-oriented when navigating between units

• Analyzes and interprets data of patients and effectively communicates this information to 
doctors, nurses, and other patients

Agility: Inspecting

Agility: Inspecting

Agility: Innovating

Agility: Organizing

Agility: Working with Information Agility: Selling and Communicating

Agility: Serving and Caring



Make a Running Resumé

Keep a resumé with everything 
you’ve ever done. 
As you complete an 
experience, document it with 
Agility Language so it’s easy to 
pull from later. 

The sooner you do it, the more 
likely you won't forget any 
experiences.

Pull from those experiences to create specific resumés for 
job openings

TIP
#2

Get their attention in 30 secondsChoose experiences that 
have grown the skills used in that job

Keep the resumé short, 

concise, and 

meaningful



Use Job Description 
Language

• Some companies will filter through resumés 
using AI that identifies similar language 
between your resumé and the job description.

• If you don’t change the language, the software 
won’t identify it as a top candidate, even if 
you’re a good fit for the role. 

Layer in the same language used in 
the job description to get past 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) software.

TIP
#3



Example: Job Description 

Pick out the 

language that you 

want to incorporate 

into your resumé



This checklist will help you:

● Determine how to build an effective 
resumé

● Understand the feedback to ask for from 
trusted sources

Resumé Checklist

https://drive.google.com/file/d/192M4WCiOp9-jNnddtvAYxYamzJMrBkue/view?usp=sharing


Now you know what to say!

Agilities make it easier to present yourself with 
career confidence.

 


